Track Torque

Christmas at Wilson’s Bend

34 adults and 31 kids!

Thanks to Stan and Bethne
for organizing such a wonderful
event and choosing such a such a
great site.

GPS Training:

Thank you to Craig and Kristin for
providing such a fantastic venue for the 17
keen participants of our GPS training day with
Robert Pepper.
An historic event occurred on that day as Noel
and myself arrived early! This may have
something to do with the fact that we messed
up the start time. Now was it 9am or 10am?
No matter, we were all down to business
sooner, or later, and learnt quite a deal about
GPS usage, options of units, vehicle setup,
OziExplorer, ETA, NMEA, and GIGO!
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And… to all who helped out with
• Food
• Tarps
• Games
• presents
• Tables
• Fridges
• Fun, and more fun
Once we had our heads full of knowledge we
left to contemplate our strategies for the
following days Navex. (and let our headaches
subside!)

Some went straight to White Gum Gully to gain
an advantage the next morning !?
Whilst some participants ( David S) anxiously
waited for instruction to be handed out others
enjoyed a leisurely breakfast and packup.
Finally all had arrived and the days events were
about to begin. The lunch spot was
ascertained ( so that hopefully all would arrive),
coordinates were logged and plotted and all
were off, well almost all….
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Australia Day……
Buckland Valley

Whilst mother duck and the sheep dog
gathered and rounded up participants
throughout the day, the hares ( Craig, Kristen,
Dave, Kristin and Charlene and Gerry) quickly
rushed to the lead, and the turtles thought
about starting the race…
The planned route comprised a quite scenic
drive, firstly beside the pine plantations and
then into the hardwood area with a good variety
of tracks and terrain for the participants to
enjoy.
Everyone met at the lunch area at James
Reserve on, or around lunch time, where a well
deserved break was enjoyed by all.
Scores were tallied with Robert and Noel
available to answer questions and explain
some of the technicalities of the event.
The final results saw the Cheethams the
ultimate winners of a personal fan ( to keep the
navigator cool!) and the Suffields in a close
second scored a pen for logging all the data.

It was forecast to be a hot weekend so the
Buckland & surrounding High Country was
certainly the place to be to escape the heat.
Nine cars including new member Lynn &
several visitors came & went throughout the
weekend but it was Robbo that made the
biggest entrance pulling in at 11.30 at night
nearly driving over the trip leader in his swag!
First trip was a half day loop along
Scotchman’s Creek track then up to the lookout
on Buffalo Range. Strong wind during the
previous week meant regular stops to clear the
track particularly around the burnt out area of
Twins Creek. With 4 o’clock looming we looked
for an optional hard loop, half heading back to
relax in camp & put their roast on, the rest
continuing up Dingo Creek track with more tree
clearing around the Great Divide.

In the afternoon, those who were not too
exhausted enjoyed a leisurely drive (mostly) to
Crystal mines, Golden Mount Lookout and
across to Tallangalook.
At this time we bade goodbye to Robert, Muriel
and the girls and headed back to James
Reserve and home from there.
Some of us indulged ourselves with an icecream at Swanpool, to finish the day off in the
traditional manner.
Congratulations to everyone who participated –
Australia would never have been discovered
without the type of adventurous spirit displayed
by all on the day!
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